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Abstract

Understanding of adaptive behavior requires the precisely controlled presentation of multisensory stimuli combined with
simultaneous measurement of multiple behavioral modalities. Hence, we developed a virtual reality apparatus that allows
for simultaneous measurement of reward checking, a commonly used measure in associative learning paradigms, and
navigational behavior, along with precisely controlled presentation of visual, auditory and reward stimuli. Rats performed a
virtual spatial navigation task analogous to the Morris maze where only distal visual or auditory cues provided spatial
information. Spatial navigation and reward checking maps showed experience-dependent learning and were in register for
distal visual cues. However, they showed a dissociation, whereby distal auditory cues failed to support spatial navigation but
did support spatially localized reward checking. These findings indicate that rats can navigate in virtual space with only
distal visual cues, without significant vestibular or other sensory inputs. Furthermore, they reveal the simultaneous
dissociation between two reward-driven behaviors.
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Introduction

Adaptive behavior is governed by a wide range of multisensory

input stimuli, e.g. auditory and visual, and is expressed as a diverse

array of behavioral modalities[1]. To fully understand how

multiple behaviors combine to produce adaptive behavior it is

necessary to precisely control multisensory stimuli and measure

their impact simultaneously on multiple behavioral outputs. In

particular, spatial learning has been studied only using motoric

output of limbs, such as in the Morris water maze[2], though other

behavioral modalities could also contain spatial information. Due

to technical limitations simultaneous measurement of multiple

spatially modulated behaviors has not been possible as studies have

typically focused on a single sensory input and a single behavioral

modality in a given apparatus. Approach behavior that is driven

by stimuli that predict reward, such as food magazine or reward

tube checking, have been extensively studied in associative

learning paradigms [3–6] but it is unclear if reward checking

shows spatial modulation as it has previously been measured only

at the site of reward delivery in a conditioning apparatus. To

overcome this limitation we developed a multisensory virtual

reality (VR) apparatus that allows for the simultaneous measure-

ment of both navigational behavior and reward checking, along

with precisely controlled presentation of visual, auditory and

reward stimuli.

Virtual reality in rodents has recently emerged as an exciting

and powerful tool as it facilitates electrophysiological and optical

measurements that benefit from restricting the animal’s head

movement and provides precise control over sensory stimuli[7–

13]. However, rodent VR applications thus far have been limited

to the visual modality and the behavioral tasks employed are either

on 1-D linear tracks[8–10,12,14] or 2-D planes of infinite size[7].

Furthermore, none of these previous approaches provided a

simultaneous measure of reward checking. Utilizing our VR

apparatus we developed a virtual spatial navigation task, modeled

after the Morris water maze, which requires flexible navigation

from multiple start locations to a hidden reward zone based on

distal visual and/or auditory cues[15]. Our results show that rats

readily learned spatial navigation in VR, despite the absence of

significant vestibular inputs. Furthermore, reward checking was

simultaneously expressed during navigation, and there was

significant experience-dependent learning in both navigational

and reward checking maps, however, these two spatially modu-

lated behaviors showed a dissociation, whereby distal auditory

cues failed to support spatial navigation but did support spatially

modulated reward checking.
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Results

We developed a virtual reality apparatus with several major

advancements that allowed for precise presentation of visual and

auditory stimuli and a simultaneous measure of reward checking

during navigation (see Methods S1 for details and Figure S1). The

apparatus was noninvasive and did not require head-fixation,

which allowed for long-term testing under low stress conditions

and the expression of natural behaviors such as rearing, grooming

and resting. This apparatus provided three different sensory

modalities: visual, auditory and reward. The screen design allowed

for a high level of immersion in the virtual environments as visual

stimuli could be projected all around, above and directly adjacent

to the rat. The support for the spherical treadmill was very quiet

(44 dB), which further reduced stress and allowed us to present 2-

D positional auditory cues using a seven speaker surround sound

system with custom audio software that utilizes higher order

Ambisonics (Blue Ripple’s Rapture 3D, see Figure S3). Unlike the

traditional surround speaker system, our system generates an

auditory soundscape, similar to the visual landscape generated by

distal sources. Precisely controlled reward stimuli were also

delivered in the VR maze. A capacitive touch sensor was attached

to the sugar water-reward tube to measure anticipatory reward

checking behavior. Thus, this technique allowed for continuous

measurement of reward checking at high temporal resolution

(60 Hz) at any location in a multi-sensory virtual space, and

simultaneous measurement of the animal’s navigational perfor-

mance and learning (the reliability of measuring 1 revolution of the

sphere had a standard deviation of 0.01 revolutions). To study

spatial navigation we first developed a procedure to train the rats

to engage with virtual environments and constrain their navigation

to finite 2-D space and avoid virtual edges (see Figure S2 and

Video S1). Next, we ensured that rats were capable of utilizing our

surround system to guide both navigation and reward checking to

proximal auditory and visual beacons (see Figure S3).

Rapid learning of spatial navigation in virtual space
We trained rats in a spatial navigation task (See Video S2,

Figure 1A), modeled after a standard spatial memory task,

commonly referred to as the Morris water maze[15]. The rats

started at one of four start locations on each trial. Their task was to

navigate based on distal cues to a virtual ‘hidden reward zone’, a

predetermined, unmarked place in the maze with respect to distal

audio-visual cues (Figure 1B-E). Upon successful navigation they

were rewarded with sugar water through the lick tube and

teleported to another random start location to begin the next trial

after a 2 sec inter-trial interval. Their initial search pattern was

random on Session 1 but became quite accurate by Session 6

(Figure 1B vs 1C). Both the latency to find the hidden reward zone

and the distance traveled to get there decreased to an asymptotic

level of performance within three sessions (Figure 1D,E). To test

the precision of their cognitive map, the size of the reward zone

was reduced to 20 cm in radius and training was continued until a

criterion of two consecutive days of 40 trials within 30 minutes.

There was a clear increase in time spent around the reward zone

during performance of this more difficult task (Figure 1F). To

quantify this we calculated occupancy time for each quadrant (See

methods). Rats spent significantly more time in the target quadrant

compared to other quadrants (Figure 1H). Finally, a probe trial

was conducted in which the reward zone was inactivated and rats

were allowed to explore for approximately 270 seconds. Rats

selectively searched at the site of the reward zone, spending

significantly more time in the target quadrant (Figure 1G,H).

Simultaneous measurement of spatially modulated
reward checking during navigation

To understand the acquisition of reward checking behavior we

calculated the average distance of each check to the reward zone

normalized by the distance expected by randomly distributed licks

(Referred to as normalized check distance, see Methods). This

method factored out the contribution of improved navigational

performance, so that spatial refinement of checking behavior could

be analyzed in isolation. This analysis showed that checking shifted

significantly closer to the reward zone across acquisition sessions

and this was maintained during asymptotic performance with the

smaller reward zone (Figure 2A). Thus, as the rats acquired the

navigational component of the task they were also shifting the

distribution of their checking behavior towards the reward zone.

Importantly, this was above and beyond what would be expected

solely by the improvement in their spatial navigation. In addition,

the overall checking rate decreased (to 27% of its starting value) as

they acquired the task (Figure 2B). These findings suggest that the

checking-rate is modulated by the uncertainty of the reward

location such that as the accuracy of checking increased its overall

rate decreased.

Analysis of final asymptotic performance with the smaller

reward zone showed that the reward check rate was slightly

elevated in the target quadrant, but this did not reach statistical

significance (Effect of quadrant: F(3,23) = 1.234, p = 0.3319,

percent check rate in target quadrant: 28%+/– 1.74 SE), which

seems at odds with their spatial navigational measures showing

preference for the rewarded quadrant. To analyze this further we

computed the distribution of reward check rate as a function of

position (Figure 2C) which showed that the check rate was

elevated in the immediate vicinity of the reward zone. Since the

reward check rates were very low (0.36 +/– 0.19 Hz), it was

difficult to robustly estimate the significance level of reward

checking in 2D bins. Hence, a 1D measure that utilized radial bins

centered around the reward zone was used (Defined as: (Actual

check rate in a bin – randomized check rate in that bin) /

randomized check rate, see Methods). The check rate was elevated

around the reward zone with the closest 4 cm bin showing a

significant elevation in check rate (Figure 2D). This showed that

reward checking is elevated at a very fine spatial scale just around

the reward zone, but not across the entire NE quadrant. A

representative example of a single rat’s performance is shown in

Figure 2E and F. Checking was modulated significantly above

chance in the vicinity of the reward zone (Figure 2E). Similarly,

checking was significantly above chance in the first six radial bins

surrounding the reward zone (Figure 2F).

Rats rely on distal visual rather than distal auditory cues
for spatial navigation

To understand the underlying multisensory contributions to

spatial navigation we systematically removed either the visual or

auditory cues (Figure 3A). To ensure similarity of experience and

motivation across conditions, a blocked design was used (See

methods). The example paths (Figure 3B) showed that rats

navigated to the reward zone for the audiovisual and visual only

trials but showed a mostly random search pattern in the audio-

only trials. The audio-only trials had a significantly increased

latency and distance to reward, however these measures did not

differ between the audiovisual and visual only trials (Figure 3C).

Similarly, the percentage time spent in the target quadrant was at

chance level in the audio-only trials, in contrast to the audiovisual

and visual trials, which were significantly above chance (Figure

3D). These results suggest that the rats were relying almost

Multisensory Control of Multimodal Behavior
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exclusively on the distal visual cues, rather than the auditory cues,

to navigate to the reward location. This test was kept as brief as

possible to probe the rats’ previously acquired spatial strategy,

rather than the acquisition of new strategies that would occur with

further training. Unfortunately, this resulted in insufficient data to

conduct a statistically reliable check rate analysis and we therefore

did the following experiments to address this.

Dissociation between spatial navigation and reward
checking

There could be two potential reasons for the rats’ inability to

navigate using only the distal auditory cues in audiovisual task.

First, learning about the auditory cues may be prevented, or

overshadowed [16], by the presence of the visual cues. Second, the

use of four distal auditory cues may have saturated or cluttered the

auditory processing making it difficult to distinguish the individual

sounds. To rule out both of these possibilities we trained the rats

on two new spatial learning tasks. One environment contained

only two distal auditory cues and the other contained only two

distal visual cues (Figure 4A) in the same spatial configuration

relative to the hidden reward zone (See methods). These tasks were

then trained separately in sequence with the sound task first. We

focused our analysis on the final four sessions of asymptotic

performance in these two tasks. Latency to reward was stable

across these sessions and was significantly larger in the auditory

relative to the visual task (Effect of session, F(3,24) = 0.938,

p = 0.4392; Effect of task: F(1,24) = 8.989, p = 0.0171, interaction:

F(3,24) = 1.809, p = 0.1725, latency for auditory task: 36.766.7 s,

latency for visual task: 18.9661.12 s, see Videos S3 and S4). The

rats showed a circling strategy in the auditory task, running at a

fixed distance from the visually defined edge of the table, whereas

in the visual task they showed clear evidence of direct navigation to

the reward quadrant from all four start locations (Figure 4B, C).

The rats spent significantly more time in the target quadrant in the

visual but not the auditory task (Figure 4E). These findings suggest

that the rats were able to form a spatial map based on two distal

visual cues, but not two distal auditory cues. Surprisingly, however,

reward check rate was significantly increased in the target

Figure 1. Navigational performance in the virtual audiovisual spatial navigation task. (A) Schematic of the virtual environment indicating
distal auditory and visual cues and a hidden reward zone and the four start locations. (B) Example paths from a single rat from the 1st session. The
color of each path indicates start location, color coded from the arrows in A. (C) Example paths from the same rat from the 6th session. (D) Acquisition
curve of latency to reward across sessions. F(5,35) = 4.266, p = 0.0061, Session 1 vs. Session 3: p,0.05, N = 6. (E) Acquisition curve of the distance
traveled to reward across sessions. F(5,35) = 3.00, p = 0.0296, Session 1 vs. Session 5: p,0.05. (F) 2-D histogram of mean occupancy averaged across
final four task sessions of asymptotic performance with the smaller reward zone. (G) Example of a probe trial path. (H) Percentage quadrant measures
for occupancy time during the final four task sessions performance and during the probe trial. Effect of quadrant: F(3,23) = 10.15, p = 0.007, F(3,23)
= 10.9, p = 0.0005, respectively.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080465.g001
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quadrant in not only the visual task (mean check rate: 0.20

60.06 Hz) but also the auditory task (mean check rate:

0.2260.08 Hz, Figure 4D,E). Radial bin analysis of reward check

rate and information content showed a very similar profile in both

tasks, with a broad elevation in the vicinity of the reward zone

(Figure 4F, Effect of trial type for information content: p = 0.78,

visual: 0.149 bits, auditory: 0.152 bits). Thus, in the presence of

distal auditory cues, the rats do show elevated reward check rate in

the vicinity of the reward zone despite showing no evidence of

spatial learning based on traditional navigational measures.

Figure 2. Analysis of reward checking behavior during the virtual audiovisual spatial navigation task. (A) Acquisition curve of
normalized check distance across sessions and during final task performance. This is calculated as: Mean actual distance/Mean randomized distance x
100. Note that the 6th day of acquisition was lost to malfunction of capacitive sensor. ‘‘Final’’ indicates performance average across the final four task
sessions. Effect of session: F(5,35) = 3.384, p = 0.018, p,0.05 for 1st vs. 5th session, N = 6. (B) Normalized check rate across sessions. Effect of session:
F(5,35) = 4.452, p = 0.0049, p,0.05 for 1st vs. 4th session (C) 2-D histogram of the normalized check rate averaged across rats during final task
performance. (D) Check rate modulation as a function of radial distance away from the reward zone in 4 cm radial bins for final task performance.
Effect of bin, F(14,89 = 9.241, p,0.0001, p,0.05 for closest bin relative to 3rd through 15th bins. (E) 2-D p-value map of a single rat’s performance
during the final task performance. Red indicates regions where checking behavior was significantly modulated above chance (p,0.01) and blue
indicates regions where checking behavior was significantly below chance. (F) Example of actual checking behavior (black line) as a function of radial
distance from the reward zone relative to random checking behavior (green line, with shaded SE). Red dots represent points significantly above
chance and blue dots represent points significantly below chance.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080465.g002

Multisensory Control of Multimodal Behavior
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Discussion

We developed a novel multisensory virtual reality apparatus that

allowed us to present precisely controlled audiovisual and reward

stimuli and simultaneously measure reward checking behavior

along with virtual spatial navigation. Unlike most existing systems,

our system was noninvasive which minimized stress and allowed

long-term measurements under low stress conditions. Rats readily

learned a virtual spatial navigation task modeled after the Morris

water maze. This was an appetitive version of the commonly used

aversive water maze task, where they were required to navigate to

an unmarked reward zone, defined solely by the distal visual and/

or auditory cues, to receive a liquid reward. Importantly, the

virtual maze allowed us to ensure for the first time that there were

no other cues that defined the spatial location of reward, which is

difficult to achieve in the real world. This 2-D navigation task did

not allow the rats to use landmark navigation strategies that are

employed in typical experiments by head fixed mice on a 1-D

virtual linear track[14]. Spatial navigation in virtual reality has

been demonstrated in humans[17,18], however this is the first

demonstration in rodents. Our results show robust spatial

navigation maps can be formed in rats in the absence of significant

vestibular cues, which have been proposed to play an essential role

in spatial learning by many theories [19,20]. This argues that the

mechanisms underlying spatial learning are flexible, which has

important implications for the nature of these mecha-

nisms[12,13,21], as well as practical implications for the use of

VR in electrophysiological studies of the hippocampus[7–13].

The time course of spatial learning was quite rapid, comparable

to that in the real world water maze, although the automated and

appetitive nature of the VR apparatus allowed for far more trials

to be performed within a single session. Our findings indicated

that spatial navigation was based on distal visual cues rather than

distal auditory cues when both modalities were trained concur-

rently. This was confirmed when the rats were trained in separate

mazes where the distal spatial information was provided exclu-

sively by either visual or auditory cues. We found that they were

unable to form a spatial representation based on two distal

auditory cues and instead adopted a stereotyped circling strategy,

similar to the pattern observed in rats with hippocampal

lesions[22]. Only a few studies have investigated navigation with

only distal auditory cues in rodents and obtained mixed results

[23,24]. Notably, we demonstrated that rats could accurately

navigate to an auditory beacon, although this performance was

weaker than navigation to a visual beacon (Figure S3). In contrast,

they navigated successfully with only two distal visual cues. This is

consistent with the visual dominance observed in real world tasks

in rodents [23,24], as well as humans [25–28]. This could be

explained by the weaker acuity of rats to detect the orientation of

an auditory compared to visual stimulus [29]. Thus, although rats

are nocturnal, under these controlled conditions, they relied

overwhelmingly on visual rather than auditory cues to navigate.

During learning of the audiovisual maze reward checking

progressively shifted towards the reward zone, more than what

would be predicted by improved navigation alone. This provides

the first evidence that reward checking too is significantly spatially

modulated and its spatial accuracy improves with experience.

During asymptotic performance in the audiovisual maze reward

checking showed very fine spatial modulation as it was elevated

only in the immediate vicinity of the reward zone. Surprisingly,

reward checking was also elevated around the reward zone for the

auditory maze. In fact, reward checking was equally spatially

precise in the auditory and purely visual mazes (Figure 4E,F).

Thus, despite no evidence of spatial learning based on navigational

measures, reward checking was significantly spatially modulated

by the distal auditory cues.

This remarkable dissociation argues that our auditory cues were

sufficiently salient and precise to support spatially modulated

behavior, which precludes more trivial explanations for their

failure to support spatial navigation. More importantly, however,

Figure 3. Multisensory contribution to virtual spatial navigation and reward checking. (A) Schematic of the Audiovisual (AV), Visual (V)
only and Auditory (A) virtual spatial mazes. Symbols as in Figure 1. (B) Example paths for the three trial types from a single rat. The color of each path
indicates start location, color coded from the arrows in A. (C) Median latency and distance to reward for each trial type. Effect of trial type, F(2,17)
= 7.555, p = 0.01, F(2,17) = 8.911, p = 0.006, respectively. A vs. AV and V: p,0.05 for both measures, N = 6. (D) Percentage occupancy in the target
quadrant for the three trial types. Effect of trial type: F(2,17) = 13.19, p = 0.0064. A vs. AV: p = 0.013, A and V: p = 0.018.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080465.g003
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this argues that the nature of multisensory information processing

that underlies each behavioral output shows a divergence at some

point in the processing stream. This is consistent with the

hypothesis that spatial navigation and reward checking, typically

considered an output of associative learning[3–5], are driven by

parallel memory systems, which operate according to their own

underlying rules, or processing styles[1]. These two systems are

either partially parallel, i.e. each system has access to identically

processed information and uses it differently, or more fully

parallel, i.e. each system may represent multisensory information

in fundamentally different ways. However, it is also possible that

this processing is not always in parallel, as navigation and reward

checking are in register based on distal visual cues, although this

would require that checking behavior switches its underlying

processing mechanisms based on the modalities of the stimuli it

has available.

In associative learning multisensory information is thought to be

integrated into configural representations whereby conjunctions of

multiple sensory elements are bound together as a unified whole, or

Gestalt [30–32]. No single sensory element accurately defined the

reward location in audio or visual navigation tasks and therefore the

spatially modulated checking behavior that we observed must be

driven by associations with the configuration of multisensory stimuli

in the vicinity of the reward zone. Importantly, these associations

Figure 4. Navigational performance and reward checking during the auditory and visual virtual spatial navigation tasks. (A)
Schematic of the auditory task and the visual task. Symbols as in Figure 3. (B) Example paths from each task. (C) 2-D histogram of occupancy averaged
across rats over 4 sessions for each trial type. (D) 2-D histogram of the normalized check rate averaged across rats over these sessions. White areas
indicate insufficient coverage. (E) Percentage of occupancy and check rate in the target quadrant for the two tasks. Two way ANOVA for effect target
vs. other quadrants and auditory vs. visual trial types: Effect of quadrant F(1,8) = 95.16, p, 0.001, Effect of task type: F(1,8) = 2.08, p,0.001,
Interaction of quadrant and task type: F(1,8) = 2.08, p = 0.002; Effect of quadrant for auditory task: p = 0.097, target quadrant percentage occupancy:
23.960.5% vs. mean non-target occupancy: 25.3660.17%, note that occupancy is slightly decreased in the target quadrant as animals entering the
reward zone are teleported out; for visual task: p,0.001, target quadrant percentage occupancy: 59.661.15% vs. mean non-target occupancy:
13.560.38%, N = 5. (F) Normalized check rate as a function of distance away from the reward zone in radial bins for both trial types. Effect of distance
from reward: F(14,112) = 67.11, p,0.0001, p. 0.05 for effects of task type and interaction.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080465.g004
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can form regardless of the stimulus modality, as the less spatially

informative distal auditory cues are sufficient to support condition-

ing. Spatial navigation, in contrast, is thought to require the

formation of a spatial cognitive map that represents the environ-

ment in an allocentric metric coordinate system [19,33–35]. Thus,

an intriguing possibility is that reward checking is driven by a

configural cognitive map, whereas navigation is driven by a spatial

cognitive map. On the other hand, there may be just one cognitive

map driving both navigation and reward checking but generating

differential behavior due to greater metabolic costs of the former

than the latter. For example, errors in computing navigational space

have major energetic costs, as they will result in navigating to

incorrect locations, while no such cost is incurred by erroneous

reward checking. Therefore the threshold for navigational decisions

ought to be high, which could produce a strong reliance on more

spatially informative visual information.

The underlying neural circuitries of spatial navigation and

associative learning have been under intensive investigation for

some time, with the entorhinal-hippocampal system thought to be

the major mediator of both spatial navigation and configural

associations [1,2,20,30,36–41]. Our findings therefore raise the

intriguing possibility that the same structure is simultaneously

involved in generating the output for two behavioral systems.

Future studies utilizing multisensory virtual reality combined with

electrophysiological recording techniques[12] across multiple

relevant brain regions will be able to probe more deeply into the

underlying neural mechanisms of this parallel information

processing. Furthermore, the ability to train rats in complex

spatial tasks in virtual reality provides the potential to directly unify

research in rodents and humans in a way that has not previously

been possible [17,18,42–44].

Materials and Methods

Animals
Nine male Long Evans rats, approximately 3 months old at the

beginning of behavioral training were used for these experiments.

They were maintained on a normal, 12 hour light/dark cycle with

behavioral training and testing during the light phase. The animals

were food and water restricted (16–18 g of food, 25–35 ml of

water per day) during behavioral training. All procedures were

carried out in accordance with NIH guidelines and approved by

the Animal Research Committee at UCLA.

General Pre-training Procedures
Upon arrival, the rats were handled for 15 – 30 minutes per

day. This was continued for at least 5 days at which time we began

more specific pre-training procedures over 10–15 days for eventual

virtual reality training. This involved three major procedures: 1)

habituation to the harness for about 30 minutes per day, 2)

habituation to being constrained in a harness on top of the

spherical treadmill and 3) Pre-training of the reward tone-sugar

water association. The latter was done in a conditioning chamber

next to the VR apparatus where the rat was trained to associate

the reward tone with sugar water delivery over four to five days.

The reward tone was a 200 ms 1 kHz beep. It was followed by 400

ms opening of the sugar water dispensing valve, repeated 5 times.

Virtual Spatial Navigation Task
We developed a spatial learning task modeled after the Morris

water maze [15]. The virtual world (Figure 1A) consisted of a

1 meter radius circular table placed 125 cm above the floor in the

center of a 4.5x4.5m room with distinct visual cues on each wall as

well as four distinct complex auditory cues (North sound:

Frequency sweep from 1–5 kHz repeated once a second; East

sound: complex sound peaked at 2.3 kHz repeated three times a

second; South sound: 10 kHz click repeated 10 times a second;

West sound: complex tone containing 14–20 kHz repeated 1.5

times per second). There were no spatially informative cues on the

virtual table (Figure 1A). The rat started from one of 4 random

start locations, facing the wall. The northeast quadrant of the table

was designated as the target quadrant. In the center of this

quadrant was a 30 cm radius unmarked reward zone. Upon entry

into this zone up to 5 reward pulses were dispensed. To provide

visual feedback a white dot spanning the reward zone appeared

upon entry. After 5 rewards were dispensed, or if the rat left the

reward zone, a 2 sec blackout period was initiated and then the rat

was teleported to one of the 4 random start locations facing the

wall. Rats were run for a maximum of 45 minutes or 200 reward

pulses. Rats were trained for 6 days of acquisition with the 30 cm

radius reward zone. After this the size of the reward zone was

reduced to 25 cm for one day and then down to 20 cm for several

days until a criterion of two days of 200 reward pulses within 30

minutes. 24 hours after the last training day a probe trial was

conducted in which the reward zone was inactivated and allowed

the animal to explore for 4.5 minutes. Next, we designed a task to

systematically remove either the visual or auditory cues using a

blocked design with 8 trials of the audiovisual cues, 8 trials with

only auditory cues and 8 trials with only visual cues. Within each

block, each start location was used twice in a pseudorandom order.

For this task six rats were used.

To determine if spatial learning is possible based solely on distal

auditory cues, without any potential overshadowing by visual cues,

we designed a task with two distal auditory cues and no distal

visual cues. Two novel and distinct auditory cues were placed NW

and SW of the virtual table and the 25 cm reward zone was in the

center of the NW quadrant (NW sound: Complex sound centered

around 8 kHz repeated three times a second; SW sound:

Fluctuating sweep from 2 –7 kHz repeated 0.35 times a second,

Figure 4A). This layout was based on a previous study that showed

evidence of spatial navigation based solely on distal sound

cues[24]. A virtual environment with the identical layout was also

created except that two visual cues were used instead of the two

auditory cues. Initial training occurred on a virtual table with

identical dimensions to the previous audiovisual spatial navigation

task. For the purely auditory task this failed to produce any

evidence of spatial learning, instead indicating that the rats had

adopted a general search strategy of running at a fixed distance

from the edge of the table. To diminish the effectiveness of this

strategy we therefore increased the radius of the virtual table to

1.2 m and decreased the reward zone to 20cm radius while leaving

the relative location of the reward zone and distal auditory cues

intact. In addition, due to the greater difficulty of the task the

number of reward pulses was increased from 5 to 10. Training in

the virtual environment with two distal visual cues followed the

same procedure as training in the auditory version. The data

presented in Figure 4 is from the final 4 days of performance on

both of these tasks for each rat. For this task five rats that were

previously trained in the spatial navigation task were used.

Data analysis and statistical methods
A 2 cm/s speed threshold was applied to all occupancy,

normalized check rate and quadrant measures to remove periods

of immobility. For performance measures we calculated the

median value across all trials for each rat within a session and

performed subsequent analysis using these values across rats. Edge

clipping was calculated by taking the total movement of the

spherical treadmill into the boundaries of the virtual table divided
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by the total movement of the spherical treadmill during each

session. Using a resampling technique we calculated the spatial

distribution of random reward checking by randomly redistribut-

ing the number of checks along the rat’s path on a trial to trial

basis. The normalized check distance measure was calculated by

dividing the mean radial distance of reward checks by the mean

radial distance of resampled reward checks (Actual mean distance

/ Resampled mean distance x 100). The normalized check rate

was calculated by dividing the check rate in each bin by the area

under the curve of the check rate across all bins within 80 cm of

the reward zone for each rat. Check rate modulation above chance

was calculated by subtracting the normalized mean resampled

check rate in each bin from the normalized check rate in each bin

then dividing by the normalized mean resampled check rate in

each bin ((Actual normalized check rate - Resampled normalized

check rate) / Resampled normalized check rate x 100). For the

individual example in Figure 2 E,F P-values were obtained

through comparison of the actual data to the resampled reward

tube checking. A 4cm x 4cm bin size was used for all measures of

behavior in the 2-dimensional plane. Similarly, all measures that

depended on the distance from reward zone measures used a

radial bin size of 4cm. Spatial distribution of reward tube check

rate was computed using a 6cm (2-dimensional data) and 2.6cm

(radial data) Gaussian smoothing kernel on occupancy and reward

tube checking histograms. For visualization of the 2-D check rate

histograms (Figure 2C,E and Figure 4D), we applied a 0.25s per

bin per rat occupancy threshold. The information content of radial

reward tube check rate histograms (in bits) was defined as

I~
X

i

Pi
li

�ll
log2

li

�ll
, where Pi~

oiP
j oj

, and �ll~
X

i

Pili

where i is the bin number, Pi is the probability for occupancy of

bin i, obtained from oj the occupancy in spatial bin j, li is the mean

check rate for bin i, and �ll is the overall mean check rate. For

quadrant analysis of occupancy time, distance traveled and reward

checking during performance of the spatial learning tasks, data

from inside the reward zone and the equivalent location in the

other quadrants were removed prior to any calculations. The error

bars in the figures represent the standard error of mean computed

across all rats. For statistical analysis we utilized ANOVA, with

alpha = 0.05. When justified, this was followed by Tukey post-hoc

analysis and Bonferoni corrections for repeated measures

comparisons.

Supporting Information

Figure S1 Multimodal, noninvasive, multisensory vir-
tual reality apparatus. (A) Cross-section schematic of VR

system showing the overall frame, mirror, micro-projector, reward

tube, holding mechanisms for the rat, spherical treadmill and air

cushion. (B) Top-down view of the speaker arrangement surround

the apparatus (C) Picture of VR system from behind while the rat

is performing the virtual random foraging task. (D) A view of the

virtual random foraging environment generated by the software.

(E) Picture taken inside the VR from the point of view of the rat

from the same point as in d. (F) A rat in VR system. Note the hinge

and harness that allows a natural posture for the rat.

(TIF)

Figure S2 Rats rapidly learn to navigate and avoid
edges in a finite 2-D virtual environment. (A) Schematics

for: Session 1 in the Large Table with 5 rewards (LT5) virtual

environment and Session 11 in Small Table with 1 reward (ST1)

virtual environment. (B) Example of a 30 minute path from a

single rat in session 1 and 11 respectively. (C) Mean Occupancy

across all rats in session 1 and 11 respectively. (D) Acquisition

curve of the percentage of distance traveled into the edge of the

platform, referred to as edge clipping. Effect of session: F(2,32)

= 4.037, p = 0.0038, First vs. fifth session: t = 2.812, p,0.05,

N = 4. (E) Acquisition curve for latency between rewards. Effect of

session: F(2,32) = 3.913, p = 0.0012, First vs. fourth session:

t = 3.056, p,0.05.

(TIF)

Figure S3 Validation of the seven speaker ambisonic
surround sound system. (A) Schematic of the Visual and

Auditory beacon tasks. Arrows indicate the random starting

orientations of rats on each trial. Striped circle indicates the

presence of the visual beacon. Sound icon indicates presence of

auditory beacon. (B) Example paths for the two trial types. The

color of each path indicates the approximate starting orientation,

color coded from the arrows in a. In this and all subsequent plots,

areas within the reward zone are not analyzed. (C) 2-D histogram

of mean occupancy averaged across all rats. (D) 2-D histogram of

normalized check rate averaged across rats. White bins received

insufficient sampling. (E) Median latency and distance to reward in

visual (V) and auditory (A) tasks. Effect of trial type: t = 2.453,

p = 0.070 and t = 3.945, p = 0.0169, respectively; A vs. AV and V,

p,0.05, N = 3. (F) Sound intensity (dB) verse distance from a

sound source in VR and RW. (G) Sound intensity (dB) of a sound

source at different orientations in VR.

(TIF)

Methods S1 Supplementary Methods.

(DOCX)

Video S1 This video shows a rat performing the virtual
random foraging task. This task was designed as their initial

training for navigating in two dimensions and to avoid the edges of

the virtual world.

(MP4)

Video S2 This video shows a rat performing the virtual
spatial navigation task. The rats starts at one of four random

start locations facing away from the center of the virtual platform

and then must navigate to the reward location based on distal

cues. After receiving reward there is a two second blackout period

and then the rat is teleported to one of the four random start

locations.

(MP4)

Video S3 This video shows a rat performing the virtual
spatial navigation task with only two distal auditory
cues. The rat is unable to navigate directly to the reward location.

Instead he engages in a circling strategy to locate it.

(MP4)

Video S4 This video shows a rat performing the virtual
spatial navigation task with only two distal visual cues.
The rat is able to navigate directly to the reward location from any

start location.

(MP4)
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